
READING 4
Where I Come From Is Like This

Modern American Indian women, like their non-
Indian sisters, are deeply engaged in the struggle to
redefine themselves. In their struggle they must
reconcile traditional tribal definitions of women with
industrial and postindustrial non-Indian definitions.
Yet while these definitions seem to be more or less
mutually exclusive, Indian women must somehow
harmonize and integrate both in their own lives.

An American Indian woman is primarily defined by
her tribal identity. In her eyes, her destiny is necessarily
that of her people, and her sense of herself as a woman
is first and foremost prescribed by her tribe. The defini-
tions.of-woman's.roles are as diverse as tribal cultures
in the Americas. In some she is devalued, in others she
wields considerable power. In some she is a familial!
clan adjunct, in some she is as close to autonomous as
her economic circumstances and psychological traits
permit. But in no tribal definitions is she perceived in
the same way as are women in western industrial and
postindustrial cultures.

In the West, few images of women form part of
the cultural mythos, and these are largely sexually
charged. Among Christians, the madonna is the female
prototype, and she is portrayed as essentially passive:
her contribution is simply that of birthing. Little else
is attributed to her and she certainly possesses few of
the characteristics that are attributed to mythic figures
among Indian tribes. This image is countered (rather
than balanced) by the witch/goddess/whore charac-
teristics designed to reinforce cultural beliefs about
women, as well as western adversarial and dualistic
perceptions of reality.

The tribes see women variously, but they do not
question the power of femininity. Sometimes they see
women as fearful, sometimes peaceful, sometimes
omnipotent and omniscient, but they never portray
women as mindless, helpless, simple, or oppressed.
And while the women in a given tribe, clan, or band
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may be all these things, the individual woman is pro-
vided with a variety of images of women from the in-
terconnected supernatural, natural, and social worlds
she lives in.

As ahalf-breed American Indian woman, Icast abou t
in my mind for negative images of Indian women, and
I find none that are directed to Indian women alone.
The negative images I do have are of Indians in general
and in fact are more often of males than of females. All
these images come to me from non-Indian sources, and
they are always balanced by a positive image. My ideas
of womanhood, passed on larg-elyby my mother and
grandmothers, Laguna Pueblo women, are about prac-
ticality, strength, reasonableness, intelligence, wit, and
competence. I also remember vividly the women who
came to my father's store, thewomen who held me
and sang to me, the women at Feast Day, at Grab Days,
the women in the kitchen of my Cubero home, the
women I grew up with; none of them appeared weak
or helpless, none of them presented herself tentatively.
I remember a certain reserve on those lovely brown
faces; I remember the direct gaze of eyes framed by
bright-colored shawls draped over their heads and cas-
cading down their backs. I remember the clean cotton
dresses and carefullypressed hand -embroidered aprons
they always wore; I remember laughter and good food,
especially the sweet bread and the oven bread they
gave us. Nowhere in my mind is there a foolish woman,
a dumb woman, a vain woman, or a plastic woman,
though the Indian women I have known have shown a
wide range of personal style and demeanor.

My memory includes the Navajo woman who
was badly beaten by her Sioux husband; but I also
remember that my grandmother abandoned her Sioux
husband long ago. I recall the stories about the Laguna
woman beaten regularly by her husband in the pres-
ence of her children so that the children would not
believe in the strength and power of femininity. And
I remember the women who drank, who got into fights
with other women and with the men, and who often
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won those battles. I' have memories of tired women,
partying women, stubborn women, sullen women,
amicable women, selfish women, shy women, and ag-
gressive women. Most of all I remember the women
who laugh and scold and sit uncomplaining in the
long sun on feast days and who cook wonderful food
on wood stoves, in beehive mud ovens, and over open
fires outdoors.

Among the images of women that come to me
from various tribes as well as my own are White
BuffaloWoman, who came to the Lakota long ago and
brought them the religion of the Sacred Pipe, which
they still practice; Tinotzin the goddess, who came
to Juan Diego to remind him that she still walked the
hills of her people and sent him with her message,
her demand, and her proof to the Catholic bishop in
the city nearby. And from Laguna I take the images of
Yellow'Woman, Coyote Woman, Grandmother Spider
(Spider Old Woman),who brought the light, who gave
us weaving and medicine, who gave us life.Among the
Keres she is known as Thought Woman, who created
us all and who keeps us in creation even now. I remem-
ber Iyatiku, Earth Woman, Corn Woman, who guides
and counsels the people to peace and who welcomes
us home when we cast off this coil of flesh as huskers
cast off the leaves that wrap the corn. I remember
Iyatiku's sister, Sun Woman, who held metals and
cattle, pigs and sheep, highways and engines and so
many things in her bundle, who went away to the east
saying that one day she would return.

II

Since the coming of the Anglo-Europeans begin-
ning in the fifteenth century, the fragile web of iden-
tity that long held tribal people secure has gradually
been weakened and torn. But the oral tradition has
prevented the complete destruction of the web, the
ultimate disruption of tribal ways. The oral tradition
is vital; it heals itself and the tribal web by adapting
to the flow of the present while never relinquishing
its connection to the past. Its adaptability has always
been required, as many generations have experienced.
Certainly the modern American Indian woman bears
slight resemblance to her forebears-at least on super-
ficial examination-but she is still a tribal woman in
her deepest being. Her tribal sense of relationship to all
that is continues to flourish. And though she is at times
beset by her knowledge of the enormous gap between
the life she lives and the life she was raised to live, and

while she adapts her mind and being to the circum-
stances of her present life, she does so in tribal ways,
mending the tears in the web of being from which she
takes her existence as she goes.

My mother told me stories all the time, though I
often did not recognize them as that. My mother told
me stories about cooking and childbearing; she told
me stories about menstruation and pregnancy; she
told me stories about gods and heroes, about fairies
and elves, about goddesses and spirits; she told me
stories about the land and the sky,about cats and dogs,
about snakes and spiders; she told me sto.ries about
climbing trees and exploring the mesas; she told me
stories about going to dances and getting married; she
told me stories about dressing and undressing, about
sleeping and waking; she told me stories about herself,
about her mother, about her grandmother. She told
me stories about grieving and laughing, about think-
ing and doing; she told me stories about school and
about people; about darning and mending; she told
me stories about turquoise and about gold; she told
me European stories and Laguna stories; she told me
Catholic stories and Presbyterian stories; she told me
city stories and country stories; she told me political
stories and religious stories. She told me stories about
living and stories about dying. And in all of those
stories she told me who I was, who I was supposed to
be, whom I came from, and who would follow me. In
this way she taught me the meaning of the words she
said, that all life is a circle and everything has a place
within it. That's what she said and what she showed
me in the things she did and the way she lived.

Of course, through my formal, white, Christian
education, I discovered that other people had stories
of their own-about women, about Indians, about
fact, about reality-and I was amazed by a number of
startling suppositions that others made about tribal
customs and beliefs. According to the un-Indian, non-
Indian view, for instance, Indians barred menstruating
women from ceremonies and indeed segregated them
from the rest of the people, consigning them to some
space specially designed for them. This showed that
Indians considered menstruating women unclean and
not fit to enjoy the company of decent (nonmenstruat-
ing) people, that is, men. I was surprised and confused
to hear this because my mother had taught me that
white people had strange attitudes toward menstrua-
tion: they thought something was bad about it, that
it meant you were sick, cursed, sinful, and weak and
that you had to be very careful during that time. She
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AIN'T I A WOMAN?
Sojourner Truth

Well, children, where there is so much racket there
must be something out of kilter. I think that twixt
the negroes of the South and the women of the
North, all talking about rights, the white men will
be in a fix pretty soon. But what's all this here talk-
ing about?

That man over there says that women need to be
helped into carriages, and lifted over ditches, and to
have the best place everywhere. Nobody ever helps
me into carriages, or over mud-puddles, or gives me
any best place! And ain't I a woman? Look at me!
Look at my arm! I have ploughed and planted, and
gathered into barns, and no man could head me!
And ain't I a woman? I could work as much and
eat as much as a man-when I could get it-and
bear the lash as well! And ain't I a woman? I have
borne thirteen children, and seen them most all
sold off to slavery, and when I cried out with my
mother's grief,!none but Jesus heard me! and ain't
Ia woman?

taught me that menstruation was a normal occurrence,
that I could go swimming or hiking or whatever else I
wanted to do during my period. She actively scorned
women who took to their beds, who were incapaci-
tated by cramps, who "got the blues."

As I struggled to reconcile these very contradictory
interpretations of American Indians' traditional beliefs
concerning menstruation, I realized that the menstrual
taboos were about power, not about sin or filth. My
conclusion was later borne out by some tribes' own ex-
planations, which, as you may well imagine, came as
quite a relief to me.

The truth of the matter as many Indians see it is
that women who are at the peak of their fecundity are
believed to possess power that throws male power
totally out of kilter. They emit such force that, in their
presence, any male-owned or -dominated ritual or
sacred object cannot do its usual task. For instance,
the Lakota say that a menstruating woman anywhere
near a yuwipi man, who is a special sort of psychic,
spirit-empowered healer, for a day or so before he is
to do his ceremony will effectively disempower him.
Conversely, among many if not most tribes, important

Then they talk about this thing in the head;
what's this they call it? [Intellect, someone whis-
pers.] That's it, honey. What's that got to do with
women's rights or negro's rights? If my cup won't
hold but a pint, and yours holds a quart, wouldn't
you be mean not to let me have my little half-
measure full?

Then that little man in black there, he says
women can't have as much rights as men, 'cause
Christ wasn't a woman! Where did your Christ
come from? Where did your Christ come from?
From God and a woman! Man had nothing to do
with Him.

If the first woman God ever made was strong
enough to turn the world upside down all alone,
these women together ought t9 be able to turn it
back, and get it right side up-again! And now they
is asking to do it, the men better let them.

Obliged to you for hearing-me, and now old
Sojourner ain't got nothing more to say. ,

ceremonies cannot be held without the presence of
women. Sometimes the ritual woman who empowers
the ceremony must be unmarried and virginal so that
the power she channels is unalloyed, unweakened by
sexual arousal and penetration by a male. Other cere-
monies require tumescent women, others the presence
of mature women who have borne children, and still
others depend for empowerment on postmenopausal
women. Women may be segregated from the company
of the whole band or village on certain occasions, but
on certain occasions men are also segregated. In short,
each ritual depends on a certain balance of power, and
the positions of women within the phases of woman-
hood are used by tribal people to empower certain rites.
This does not derive from a male-dominant view; it is
not a ritual observance imposed on women by men. It
derives from a tribal view of reality that distinguishes
tribal people from feudal and industrial people.

Among the tribes, the occult power of women, in-
extricably bound to our hormonal life, is thought to
be very great; many hold that we possess innately the
blood-given power to kill-with a glance, with a step,
or with a judicious mixing of menstrual blood into
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somebody's soup. Medicine women among the Porno
of California cannot practice until they are sufficiently
mature; when they are immature, their power is diffuse
and is likely to interfere with their practice until time
and experience have it under control. So women of
the tribes are not especially inclined to see themselves
as poor helpless victims of male domination. Even in
those tribes where something akin to male domina-
tion was present, women are perceived as powerful,
socially, physically, and metaphysically. In times past,
as in times present, women carried enormous burdens
with aplomb. We were far indeed from the "weaker
sex," the designation that white aristocratic sisters un-
happily earned for us all.

I remember my mother moving furniture all over
the house when she wanted it changed. She didn't wait
for my father to corne horne and help-she just went
ahead and moved the piano, a huge upright from the
old days, the couch, the refrigerator. Nobody had told
her she was too weak to do such things. In imitation
of her, I would delight in loading trucks at my father's
store with cases of pop or fifty-pound sacks of flour.
Even when I was quite small I could do it, and it gave
me a belief in my own physical strength that advanc-
ing middle age can't quite erase. My mother used to
tell me about the Acoma Pueblo women she had seen
as a child carrying huge ollas (water pots) on their
heads as they wound their way up the tortuous stair-
well carved into the face of the "Sky City" mesa, a feat
I tried to imitate with books and tin buckets. ("SkyCity"
is the term used by the Chamber of Commerce for the
mother village of Acoma, which is situated atop a high
sandstone table mountain.) I was never very successful,
but even the attempt reminded me that I was supposed
to be strong and balanced to be a proper girl.

Of course, my mother's Laguna people are Keres
Indian, reputed to be the last extreme mother-right
people on earth. So it is no wonder that I got notably
nonwhite notions about the natural strength and prow-
ess of women. Indeed, it is only when I am trying to get
non-Indian approval, recognition, or acknowledgment
that my "weak sister" emotional and intellectual ploys
get the better of my tribal woman's good sense. At such
times I forget that I just moved the piano or just wrote
a competent paper or just completed a financial trans-
action satisfactorily or have supported myself and my
children for most of my adult life.

Nor is my contradictory behavior atypical. Most
Indian women I know are in the same bicultural bind:
we vacillate between being dependent and strong,

self-reliant and powerless, strongly motivated and
hopelessly insecure. We resolve the dilemma in vari-
ous ways: some of us party all the time; some of us
drink to excess; some of us travel and move around a
lot; some of us land good jobs and then quit them; some
of us engage in violent exchanges; some of us blow our
brains out. We act in these destructive ways because
we suffer from the societal conflicts caused by having
to identify with two hopelessly opposed cultural
definitions of women. Through this destructive disso-
nance we are unhappy prey to the self-disparagement
common to, indeed demanded of, -Indians living
in the United States today. Our situation 'is caused
by the exigencies of a history of invasion, conquest,
and colonization whose searing marks are probably
ineradicable. Apopular bumper sticker on many Indian
cars proclaims: "If You're Indian You're In," to which I
always find myself adding under my breath, "Trouble."

III

No Indian can grow to any age without being in-
formed that her people were "savages"who interfered
with the march of progress pursued by respectable,
loving. civilized white people. We are the villains of
the scenario when we are mentioned at all. We are ab-
sent from much of white history except when we are
calmly, rationally, succinctly, and systematically dehu-
manized. On the few occasions we are noticed in any
way other than as howling, blood-thirsty beings, we
are acclaimed for our noble quaintness. In this defini-
tion, we are exotic curios. Our ancient arts and customs
are used to draw tourist money to state coffers, into the
pocketbooks and bank accounts of scholars, and into
support of the American-in-Disneyland promoters'
dream.

As a Roman Catholic child I was treated to bloody
tales of how the savage Indians martyred the hapless
priests and missionaries who went among them in
an attempt to lead them to the one true path. By the
time I was through high school I had the idea that
Indians were people who had benefited mightily from
the advanced knowledge and superior morality of the
Anglo-Europeans. At least I had, perforce, that idea to
lay beside the other one that derived from my daily ex-
perience of Indian life, an idea less dehumanizing and
more accurate because it carne from my mother and
the other Indian people who raised me. That idea was
that Indians are a people who don't tell lies, who care
for their children and their old people. You never see
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an Indian orphan, they said. You always know when
you're old that someone will take care of you-one of
your children will. Then they'd list the old folks who
were being taken care of by this child or that. No child
is ever considered illegitimate among the Indians, they
said. If a girl gets pregnant, the baby is still part of the
family, and the mother is too. That's what they said,
and they showed me real people who lived according
to those principles.

Of course the ravages of colonization have taken
their toll; there are orphans in Indian country now, and
abandoned, brutalized old folks; there are even illegiti-
mate children, though the very concept still strikes me
as absurd. There are battered children and neglected
children, and there are battered wives and women who
have been raped by Indian men. Proximity to the "civi-
lizing" effects of white Christians has not improved
the moral quality of life in Indian country, though each
group, Indian and white, explains the situation differ-
ently. Nor is there much yet in the oral tradition that
can enable us to adapt to these inhuman changes. But
a force is growing in that direction, and it is helping
Indian women reclaim their lives. Their power, their
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sense of direction and of self will soon be visible. It is
the force of the women who speak and work and write,
and it is formidable.

Through all the centuries of war and death and cul-
tural and psychic destruction have endured the women
who raise the children and tend the fires, who pass
along the tales and the traditions, who weep and bury
the dead, who are the dead, and who never forget.There
are always the women, who make pots and weave bas-
kets, who fashion clothes and cheer their children on
at powwow, who make fry bread and piki bread, and
corn soup and chili stew, who dance and sing and
remember and hold within theirhearts the dream oftheir
ancient peoples-that one day the woman who thinks
will speak to us again, and everywhere there will be
peace.Meanwhile we tell the stories and write the books
and trade tales of anger and woe and stories of fun
and scandal and laugh over all manner of things that
happen every day.Wewatch and we wait.

My great-grandmother told my mother: Never for-
get you are Indian. And my mother told me the same
thing. This.fhen, is how I have gone about 'remember-
ing, so that my children will remember too.

Audre Lorde

The Master's Tools Will Never
Dismantle the Master's House

I agreed to take part in a New York University Insti-
tute for the Humanities conference a year ago, with the
understanding that I would be commenting upon pa-
pers dealing with the role of difference within the lives
of american [sic] women: difference of race, sexuality,
class, and age. The absence of these considerations
weakens any feminist discussion of the personal and
the political.

It is a particular academic arrogance to assume any
discussion of feminist theory without examining our
many differences, and without a significant input from
poor women, Black and Third World women, and

lesbians. And yet, I stand here as a Black lesbian femi-
nist, having been invited to comment within the only
panel at this conference where the input of Blackfemi-
nists and lesbians is represented. What this says about
the vision of this conference is sad, in a country where
racism, sexism, and homophobia are inseparable. To
read this program is to assume that lesbian and Black
women have nothing to say about existentialism,
the erotic, women's culture and silence, developing
feminist theory, or heterosexuality and power. And
what does it mean in personal and political terms
when even the two Black women who did present


